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Keeper’s Introduction: The investigators are all strang-
ers to one another, merely happened to be on the wrong 
midnight bus crossing Kansas at the wrong time. (If play-
ing with player-designed characters, have players develop 
reasons for their characters being on said bus; the pregens 
we’ve provided come with leading questions to aid play-
ers with this.) The bus was traveling west-east, from San 
Francisco to Philadelphia, and was about an hour outside of 
Salina KS when it was T-boned by a midnight black eigh-
teen-wheeler. The bus was being driven by Carmack Lee, a 
scientist dedicated to recreating Herbert West’s reanimation 
formula, and the victims of the wreck will be his next test 
subjects.

Upon Waking the investigators are in separate but identical 
rooms—four square walls, lined with whitewashed concrete, 
and an iron door in one wall; there are no windows. Each of 
them has been bound to a bedframe and will have to escape. 
Glasses of water sit nearby, and can be nudged by a shoulder 
to break, shatter, and provide blades to cut the bindings—or 
any other creative solution the investigators devise. 

The Experiments are various and horrific: assign them 
randomly to your players. One has the hands of a corpse 
sewn onto their limbs; the next has had a face transplant 
with the bus driver; the third has been dissected, yet lives; 
and the fourth has had their teeth haphazardly removed and 
replaced at different locations in their gums, pointing out in 
all directions. Leaving their rooms, whoever escapes first 
finds a short hallway, with five other doors like theirs on ei-
ther side (and the other investigators within). None of them 
note their own deformations (with the possible exceptions of 
the dissected and replaced hands characters) but take Sani-
ty losses of 0/1D3 for meeting each of their fellows. (Once 
they discover a mirror in Lee’s office, they take 1/1D6 SAN 
loss for encountering their own visage.) The experiments all 
possess abnormal strength; when an investigator makes their 
first Strength check, add 20 points to their base score before 
ascertaining success. Inside the other two rooms, they find 
corpses, Lee’s failed experiments. 

The Hallway is empty save for the investigators—the last 
thing any of them can remember is the sound of a honking 
eighteen-wheeler, a rolling crash, and darkness. The com-
plex they find themselves in is windowless and of linear 
construction: Know or Science (Architecture) can rightly 
guess that it’s some kind of underground bunker. As they 
explore, they discover several other rooms: a bathroom, a 
kitchen, and Lee’s Office. The Office holds a cheap alumi-
num desk, boxes of papers, a photograph of Lee, and a Con-
federate flag that stains the back wall. Library Use discov-
ers copious notes referencing a “Dr. West,” an “embalming 
formula,” and a short haiku: “The living and the / Dead, the 
dead and the living, / together as one.” (We never said Lee 
was a poet.) Continuing through the office, they arrive at the 
dissection room.

Dancing with the Dead. The dissection room has sever-
al chest freezers quietly humming along one wall, and a 
bloody table in the center under a high-powered lamp, and 
a mirror lines the upper walls. In the freezers investigators 
find recognizably human organs (Science (Biology) for 
SAN 0/1D4) carefully vacuum sealed and labeled with dates 
going back several years. As they explore this room, Listen 
rolls notice a shuffling sound that seems to come from just 
outside. In short order, nine Zombies emerge, shambling 
horribly toward the investigators (KRB p. 335). With Luck 
rolls, investigators find improvised weapons like bone saws, 
meat cleavers, and the like. After defeating the zombies, the 
lights in the dissection room quickly shift, and the reflective 
surface of the mirror becomes transparent; the investigators 
are being spectated by another nine individuals, each dressed 
in expensive clothing. These are Lee’s Investors, the fab-
ulous rich bent on eternal life. Several of them are Mythos 
sorcerers and priests with spells at the Keeper’s discretion. 
Lee then emerges from the same door the zombies did; make 
him fawning, and disgustingly proud of himself: “Look at 
how resilient they are! How strong! I told you I could do it.” 
If the investigators don’t kill him, shame on them. If they do 
attack, the Investors watch on, uncaring.

The Investors. When the investigators examine the room 
Lee came from, they find a small antechamber with a steel 
door, locked from the other side. Let them speak to the 
Investors first. Once they do, one of the Investors responds 
with an offer: you can come work for us, and we will fill 
your days with wealth beyond the dreams of avarice. This 
offer is sincere, and the Investors are willing to employ 
those who have gone beyond death’s door. 

The Investors (or Carmack, if he lives) become the agency 
that employs the investigators in various Mythos conspira-
cies—always untrustworthy but true to their word, they are 
the bargaining devils around every corner.

After a violent bus accident, the investigators awaken in a strange complex, undergoing horrific experiments.
An opening framework for new Call of Cthulhu campaigns.
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